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Abstract. We present the design and evaluation of a tactile editor, TactiPEd for
the rapid and easy prototyping of vibrotactile patterns. It is based on the graphical metaphor of the shape of the device, which is used for the tuning of the
main tactile characteristics, including amplitude, frequency and duration of tactile sequences. The editor includes file systems functionalities using the XML
format along with playing and recording functionalities. The editor was thoroughly evaluated: a usability evaluation was conducted with 9 participants, the
designed metaphor-based patterns were analyzed for insights on cross-device
design and finally the editor was tested with several devices. TactiPEd was successfully and easily used with little training and enabled users to design patterns
in little time. The resulting patterns shared common characteristics across the
devices for a given metaphor.
Keywords: tactile feedback, tactile pattern authoring, vibrotactile pattern.

1

Introduction

The development of wearable tactile devices, in the forms of bracelets [1, 2, 3], vests
[4] or belts [5], has been increasing, in particular for mobile and wearable computing.
By providing an alternative channel for communication, these devices enable the
transmission of information in an eyes-free, ear-free and discrete manner, useful not
only in contexts where other modalities are not available but also when they are heavily used, all the while letting the user focus on the surrounding environment. For instance in mobility, it frees the user from staring continuously at his smartphone screen
for information whilst walking [6] and thus enables him to stay aware of the potential
dangers incoming from traffic of cars and people. The haptic modality has successfully been used for example for providing navigation cues [4, 5, 6], status information
about mobile phone applications (e.g. activity of email inbox [1]) or for enhancing the
education and learning [7], among many other existing applications.
However, a lot of effort is still spent on designing appropriate, intuitive and discriminable vibrotactile cues, through numerous development iterations and user evaluations [8], often specific to one device and one application, and usually requiring
specific device and programming knowledge. Therefore few research prototypes

reach the market or the industry, though they can potentially benefit the areas of accessibility, inclusivity and user mobility. In fact, the general public is only confronted
to basic haptic interaction (e.g. vibrations from mobile phones) whereas interface
design has been giving increasing importance to user experience [9]. Solutions to
integrate user experience in design frameworks are currently being investigated. One
such solution lies in making the prototyping of interactions accessible to all, thus
enabling a greater involvement of the user, for example using participatory design
[10, 11]. This could potentially foster the creativity and intuitiveness [11].
Therefore, to ease the design and testing, and to help promote tactile research and
make it more widely accessible, an interface is needed that enables the rapid prototyping and the easy authoring or tuning of patterns, not only by developers but also nondevelopers, such as ergonomists, designers and users, without the need for specific
signal processing or signal communication knowledge. Such an interface should also
support several types of devices including multi-actuator devices, i.e. a device with
several actuators. Few such interfaces are currently available and widely used. In
order to fill this gap, this paper proposes a novel tactile editor, which is based on using parameters that are common knowledge, namely activation, duration, amplitude
and frequency as well as a graphical layout of the device for tuning these. The details
of its design, implementation and evaluation are further described in the following
sections after presenting existing interfaces.

2

Tactile Authoring and Prototyping

2.1

Direct Signal Representation

A few editors have been developed that are based on the direct representation of the
vibration signal as editable waveforms. Enriquez and Maclean [12] developed the
Hapticon Editor, for the creation and editing of haptic icons for a 1-DOF forcefeedback device (e.g. a rotary knob). A pattern could be created by concatenating
simple waveforms where length, frequency and amplitude were specified for each
waveform and their shape modified through control points. Each icon could be subsequently played on the knob for testing. This work was extended and led to the Haptic
Icon Prototyper [13], which uses a more graphical approach with a streamlined interaction sequence for composition of basic haptic icons (see left of Fig. 1).
Similarly, in the vibrotactile domain, Ryu and Choi [8] developed the posVibEditor [8] (see right of Fig. 1). It enables the prototyping of vibrotactile icons and can be
used with multiple vibration motors. It also supports the creation of a library of patterns using XML-based pattern files. On the commercial side, Immersion developed
the Haptic Studio (previously known as MOTIV Studio), a tactile editor for mobile
platforms [14]. It provides templates of haptic effects (e.g. periodic effect) and a timeline interface for their combination into complex vibrotactile patterns. It also has a
convenient feature of automatic vibrotactile pattern generation from music files in the
MIDI format. It supports a variety of actuators (vibration motor, voice coil, Piezo
element), i.e. mechanical devices that convert energy into motion and thus in these
cases vibration, but it is unclear if it can be used for a device with multiple actuators.

Fig. 1. On the left, the Haptic Icon Prototyper [13], with the waveform editor at the top, the
streamlined sequence of signals at the bottom and the palette of haptic icons primitives on the
right. On the right, the PosVibEditor [8], with the pattern manager (a) on the left of the image,
the editor at the top (b) and the multichannel timeline interface (c).

These low-level interfaces enable finer control over the output due to a direct signalbased mapping. However, they are too low-level and as Lee and Choi [15] mention,
they are far from being intuitive and time-efficient and rather ill-suited for nonexperts who may lack the understanding required for creating the desired result. This
is why another set of interfaces have been geared towards indirect representations or
metaphor-based editing of tactile icons.
2.2

Indirect Representation – Metaphor based

Audio – Musical Metaphor. Inspired by the similarity between sound and tactile
vibration, Lee et al. aimed to provide a higher-level interface, the VibScoreEditor [16]
(see left of Fig. 2), and therefore more widely accessible by using a musical metaphor.
The vibrotactile score metaphor can represent the vibration pitch, by vertical location
on the staff lines, the duration by the shape of the note and the strength by an integer
inside the head of the note. The metaphor and authoring tool were thoroughly evaluated [15]: both programming and scripting by experts and waveform editing (using
the PosVibEditor [8]) by non-experts were compared to using the tool. For all qualitative and quantitative measures, the vibrotactile score performed better than the other
design methods, both for experts and non-experts. However, the drawbacks of the
VibScoreEditor raised by the non-experts participants include the issue of users unaccustomed to musical notation as well as the difficulty to read strength and duration
simultaneously. We believe these issues would be exacerbated with multiple actuators, not currently supported by the editor.
Jonas [17] used another graphical representation of music by drawing inspiration
from music and video editing software with their timeline interface. In this regard, he
developed a tactile editor with a track-based graphical user interface for non-experts,
who can simply create and edit patterns by switching motors on and off for certain
durations and at certain intensities (see right of Fig. 2). It also supports multiple actuators through Arduino and MakeController platforms. Participants positively evaluated

the tool underlining that the timeline metaphor helped them design and test the vibrotactile patterns.

Fig. 2. Left: the VibScoreEditor [16] uses a musical metaphor for editing (main window) that is
an abstraction of the physical parameters associated with a vibrotactile signal (right windows).
Right: the Tactile Editor [17].

Another radically different and original approach to authoring haptic content is the
TECHTILE toolkit [18], which aims to be a prototyping tool for easy and fun design
and education of haptic media. It is based on a direct mapping from the audio signal
to the vibration. Through a microphone, voice-coil actuators and a signal amplifier,
users can easily record the sensation via audio and transfer it to a haptic sensation.
First experience with haptics is surely improved, but fine-tuning still requires using
audio editing software, which is not necessarily intuitive to all. Moreover, the audio
channel is richer than haptics and mapping sounds to haptics is not straightforward, in
particular for systems including multiple actuators. However, the transfer between
audio and haptics is an obvious source of inspiration for designing haptics patterns;
this is why in future work the possibility to transpose audio content to haptic patterns
using TactiPEd will be investigated.
Touch Interaction. Given the advent of touchscreen interfaces, the possibility to
program patterns directly by mapping touch properties to the vibration parameters has
been explored. On the commercial side, the iPhone provides users with the possibility
to record a custom-made vibration for contacts by simply tapping on the screen and
recording the rhythm. Hong [19] investigated the mapping of user touch input to other
vibration parameters to facilitate vibrotactile design. In his tool, duration of motion,
touch pressure and the y-coordinate of the touch position are mapped to duration,
amplitude and frequency respectively (see left of Fig. 3). This is an interactive and
fun way to create patterns according to users; however, due to the low accuracy of
touchscreens, gestures are hard to control and difficult for setting exact values. Furthermore, once recorded, a pattern is also difficult to edit as it requires re-recording of
motion. This is why the future work proposes a hybrid method combining the
‘Demonstration-Based’ tool for a first recording and then a waveform editor for finer
editing. Cuartielles et al. [20] proposed an editor where haptic patterns can be created

by touching iconographic representations of the body on a touchscreen interface (see
right of Fig. 3). Their previous editors used timelines to control each actuator but
testing showed that editing the timeline for each haptic stimulus was time-consuming,
in particular when designing high resolution haptic patterns (i.e. with a high number
of actuators). We share the same point of view and focus rather on the shape of the
device to resemble the output device [20] and to be independent of the position of the
device on the body (e.g. some wristbands are developed to be placed on any position
on the arm, such as the VibroTac [2]).

Fig. 3. On the left, tapping is mapped to frequency, amplitude and duration with the Demonstration-based editor [19]. Numbers 1 and 2 refer to editing buttons, 3 to elapsed time, 4 to the
touch recording workspace and 5 to the display of the vibration signal graph. On the right, the
Visual Editor for high resolution (i.e. high number of actuators) haptic patterns [20].

2.3

Summary

Waveform-based editors enable fine-tuning and precise editing and result. However,
they require signal knowledge and are thus inaccessible to non-experts. This is why a
number of approaches have investigated other representations, drawing inspiration
from audio/music, touch or graphical interactions. However, these techniques usually
restrict themselves to the time dimension of the vibration and omit the spatial distribution of the device. We believe this plays an important role in the design of patterns.
For instance in navigation contexts, patterns often use the precise localisation of the
actuators to form a pattern. A “right” message is often conveyed by a dynamic
movement to the right or by simply activating the actuator located on the right of the
device and the user. In other cases, some patterns are specific to a device layout and
not easily transferrable to any device shape. For instance, for a diagonal pattern on a
vest with eight actuators, its transfer to an 8-actuator bracelet around the wrist is not
straightforward: what is a continuous diagonal in that case and is the meaning kept in
the transfer? Moreover, few of these interfaces support both a variety of actuators and
multiple actuators devices. A summary of the different metaphors and actuator support is depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Summary of the prototyping interfaces by their type of representation and the support
for multiple actuators. N.A. refers to the case where the information is not available; e.g. for
Haptic Studio the support for a multi-actuator device is unclear.

Therefore, we propose a tactile editor that uses the spatial layout of the device to set
actuators activation along with other intuitive parameters such as duration, frequency
and amplitude and that supports several types of actuators and multi-actuator devices.

3

TactiPEd: Tactile Pattern Editor

3.1

Overview

TactiPEd aims to provide a high-level interface accessible to non-technical experts
(e.g. ergonomists and users) that facilitates the rapid prototyping and testing of tactile
patterns. For that purpose, the editor is based on a graphical metaphor using the spatial layout of the device to tune its parameters. It also supports different types of actuators as well as multi-actuator devices so that pattern metaphors can be tested onto
several devices. It has been implemented in Python and has been used on the Windows platform. The editor consists of four modules:
 Graphical user interface: for creating, editing, opening device templates; creating
and editing patterns; and providing access to the other modules.
 File handler: for opening and saving device templates and pattern files via XML.
 Communication module: for interfacing the hardware, by mapping pattern values
from the GUI to the hardware format, which is abstracted in the GUI through a defined device template.

 Player/Recorder: patterns can be tested on the fly and also recorded on the device
if the hardware allows it.
Each module and its features are further detailed in the following subsections.
3.2

Graphical User Interface

The GUI provides the graphical view to create and edit the pattern and provides the
user with access to the rest of the modules through a top bar menu (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Top bar menu of the graphical user interface

The pattern creation and editing relies on using graphical items that can be modified
(see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) using mouse and keyboard interactions. The pattern is created
by first opening a device template file (set by hardware constraints), which defines the
number of sequences, the shape of the device and the parameters and their values
(amplitude and frequency) and is the equivalent of a new file. The maximum duration
of a sequence is currently set to 1.6 seconds as it was the maximum value for the devices tested; however it can easily be added as a parameter in the template. For each
sequence, the parameters that can be modified are actuator activation, amplitude for
each actuator or for all, duration and frequency.
The duration (see region 5 of Fig. 6) can be set by moving a slider, which gives a
temporal indication through the length of the associated horizontal bars, similarly to a
music equalizer. The actual value is displayed within the horizontal bar.
The amplitude can be either modified for each actuator if these are independent
(see region 4 of Fig. 6) or for one sequence with the same value for all actuators (see
region 2 of Fig. 7). In the first case, the amplitude values are mapped to a color gradient and set by either clicking on the corresponding actuator on the device shape until
the desired value or for faster editing by right clicking the actuator (selection shown
with a visual feedback) and setting directly the value via the keyboard. In the latter
case, the amplitude is similar to a volume widget with a color gradient and the same
mouse/keyboard interactions are used (see region 2 of Fig. 7). When the amplitude is
defined per sequence, the activation of actuators is selected the same way as the amplitude per actuator, except with only two values: on and off.
The frequency is displayed within the duration slider to prevent a crowd of widgets
using a bitmap with colored bars and white gaps (see region 1 of Fig. 7). The higher
the frequency, the smaller the gap between the bars is, and inversely. The same interactions are used for setting the values: touch for successive increase and right click
with keyboard value for direct setting.

Fig. 6. Screenshot of the interface: Region 1 is a file explorer listing device templates and pattern files. Region 2 is a static ribbon explaining what each column is. The first column (region
3) is the sequence number. The second (region 4) represents the shape of the device where each
actuator-circle is a clickable item that changes color according to its value. The next column
(region 5) holds the duration bars while the last (region 6) holds widgets for editing (e.g. the
eraser resets the sequence). Region 7 contains the legend and zoom.

Fig. 7. Screenshot for a pattern tested on a custom built gamepad. Region 1 shows the duration
bars displaying the frequency and region 2 shows the widget to set the amplitude per sequence.

The frequency and amplitude can also be copied and pasted by dragging and dropping
the values from one sequence to another using the mouse. Finally, a legend is displayed at the bottom to show the matching between colors and values.
3.3

File Handler

The file handling module is based on the XML format for easy management of device
templates and pattern files, including saving and opening them. Given the wide use of
XML, the files could easily be used in other applications or extended to contain additional information. Small adjustments can also be made directly into the file, if preferred. The pattern file is divided into the definition of the device template (which is
the same content as the template file) with the shape, the order of actuators and type
of parameters, as described above, and the pattern parameters (activation, amplitude,
duration, frequency and repetitions) for each sequence.
3.4

Communication Module and Internal Player/Recorder

The communication module establishes the connection to the device via a defined
communication protocol and sends the data appropriately to the hardware. In the GUI
(see Fig. 5), in order to test a pattern with the internal player, the user first needs to
select a protocol and the port where the device is connected before attempting a connection. Each protocol in the list corresponds to a protocol file. Each protocol file
follows a protocol template that implements a defined set of functions used by the
GUI, namely init (for initialization and opening the connection), closeSocket (for
closing the connection), play (for testing the displayed pattern), stop, playRecordedPattern (for playing a pattern recorded on the device) and recordPattern (to record a
pattern at a certain memory position on the device). These functions are called upon
pressing the corresponding button of the internal player (see Fig. 5).
The protocol list can also be updated ‘on the fly’ by adding a new protocol. The
new protocol simply needs to be written in python by a device expert, implementing
the functions cited above, and then added via the GUI. The complexity of the protocol
is hidden to the novice end-user who simply uses a device template file to create and
edit the pattern, as well as the connection and internal player buttons to test the patterns. The device template file reflects the data required by the protocol template and
should also be created by someone knowledgeable. It provides information about the
number of maximum sequences that can be sent to the hardware, the different parameters available (amplitude, frequency) and the number of values, and the shape of
the device with the order of each actuator for data transmission.

4

Evaluation

The evaluation focused on assessing two main aspects: evaluating the usability of the
interface with three user profiles (ergonomists, engineers and non-expert users), and
gaining initial insights about the creation of patterns on different devices.

4.1

Methodology

Participants. Nine participants (5f-4m), aged 25 to 60 (M=37.67), were recruited to
evaluate the tool. Their background ranged from ergonomists (PhD Student to research engineers), engineers in electronics, mechanical design and computer science,
and a retired commercial director. Most of the participants use devices with tactile
feedback on a regular basis for phone or sports watch notification, for improving immersion in games and in the context of developing and testing haptic devices. Based
on their background and subjective level of expertise rating, the participants were
divided into three groups: three non-experts with little or no use/knowledge of tactile
devices, three haptic engineers and three haptic ergonomists.
Tutorial. After filling a background questionnaire, the participants were instructed
about how to use the interface through a tutorial read by the experimenter. This stepby-step tutorial introduced the notion of a haptic pattern, before describing interactively how to create a new pattern using a device template, set its parameters, test it
and open/save pattern files. It was available to the user during the experiment along
with a one-page visual summary. Two devices were used for the evaluation: a haptic
bracelet and a gamepad presented in Fig. 8 and further described below. At the end of
the tutorial, the participants were asked to create from scratch a pattern corresponding
to the “no” nodding metaphor on both devices to assess whether the participant understood the tutorial and could proceed to the tasks. Metaphors were chosen to describe
the patterns to create as they are useful for the design of intuitive patterns [21, 11].
Cap

Actuator

Electronic board

Fig. 8. Left: custom-made bracelet with vibration motors. Right: Gamepad from [7] with 8
electromagnetic actuators (black dots) integrated in the back of an off-the-shelf gamepad.

Devices. The editor was tested with two different devices: a custom-built bracelet [11]
and a gamepad developed by Changeon et al. [7]. The custom vibrotactile bracelet
(Fig. 8) provides stimulation through eight independent actuators mounted on a velcro
band wrapped around the wrist. Each actuator is composed of a commercially available coin motor (Precision Microdrives 310-113), a microcontroller and a power circuit
to control the amplitude of the vibration (7 levels). The actuators are linked in series
to a supervisor microcontroller that synchronizes the actuation level, the spatial distribution and the timing of the tactile stimuli. The gamepad [7] is composed of eight
actuators, with independent frequency and amplitude, and a microcontroller to drive
the actuators. Each actuator contains a coil, in a ferromagnetic core, that interacts

with a magnet. The magnetic interaction produced generates a controlled attraction/repulsion force and thus produces a controlled vibration. The main parameters for
designing patterns are amplitude per sequence (2 levels), frequency (5 levels) and
duration (16 values between 0 and 1.6s).
Tasks. At the end of the do-it-yourself example, the participants were instructed to
create patterns from scratch for each of the device based on three different metaphors,
an audio metaphor “Siren”, a visual metaphor “Turn back” and a tactile metaphor
“Stroking”. Each metaphor was described with a sentence and an image. They were
each chosen as a representative metaphor for each modality commonly used in the
design of patterns: audio, visual and tactile. Participants were given the choice about
which device and which metaphor to start with. The metaphors were completed in the
following order for most participants: siren, turn back and stroking. At the end, participants were asked to fill out satisfaction and cognitive dimensions questionnaires.
Data. Time for task completion, notes about comments and general use, and answers
to questionnaires were collected. The experiment took two hours on average.
4.2

Results

Effectiveness. Participants completed all the tasks without difficulty, leading to patterns they felt satisfied with, no matter the device used and the arrangement of actuators. Participants took longer on average to program on the gamepad but a t-test on
the log-transformed data (for the assumption of normal distribution) revealed that the
difference was not significant between the bracelet (M=245s, SE=45.2) and the
gamepad (M=285.4, SE=54.24) with t(8)=-1.73, p >.05 (see Fig. 9). There are also no
significant differences between the user groups (see Fig. 9). Interestingly, some participants commented that it was more difficult to program patterns on the gamepad as
the arrangement of actuators was less intuitive than a bracelet.

Fig. 9. Results for time completion (in seconds) for each device

Efficiency. The time taken to program a pattern was 265s on average [237s-291s]:
patterns were prototyped in less than 5 minutes with the editor. The time taken to
create patterns was compared according to the metaphors. We hypothesized that the
audio metaphor (Siren) would be the quickest to prototype while the tactile one
(Stroking) would be the longest. Indeed, audio can be easily mapped to tactile properties through rhythm and pitch/intensity, whereas a tactile sensation is very subjective
and much richer than what current vibrotactile devices provide. The results showed a
slight increase in time between the metaphors as we hypothesized (see Fig. 10). We
performed a repeated one-way ANOVA on the log-transformed data (for a normal
distribution). Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated ²(2)=3.98, p > 0.05. Though the results are in line with the hypothesis, there are
no significant differences between the Siren (M=259.78, SE=42.2), the Turn back
(M=261.67, SE=46.5) and the Stroking metaphors (M=274.17, SE=85.5),
F(2,16)=0.36, p> 0.05. There was also no significant effect of expertise, F(2,6) < 1 ns.
These results show that the editor was used successfully (prototyping < 5min) with no
significant differences in time to complete the different tasks for each metaphor.
During the experiment, we noted that participants had more trouble associating the
tactile metaphor (Stroking) to a pattern. They thought the shape of the devices was not
appropriate and/or the levels of parameters were not fine-grained enough. Interestingly, only the haptic engineers followed our hypothesis and took longer with the tactile
metaphor. The non-experts and ergonomists were getting faster in prototyping patterns. This can be explained by the fact that participants were getting more familiar
with the interface and with the process of associating a pattern to a metaphor but also
in some cases by the lack of ideas for the stroking pattern.

Fig. 10. Results for time completion (in seconds) for each metaphor

To evaluate efficiency along cognitive parameters, we used the cognitive dimensions
framework [22], which can be used as an evaluation technique for visual programming environments. It characterizes the system along a set of system properties or
cognitive dimensions to illustrate its strengths and weaknesses and trade-offs to real-

ize for effective use. An adapted version of the questionnaire (available online 1) was
provided to the participants with continuous scales assessing each dimension and
further questions to elicit feedback and possible improvements. The different dimensions that we used include: visibility (VIJU) for the visibility of the different parts of
the system, viscosity (VISC) for the ease of making changes, diffuseness (DIFF) for
the verbosity of language, hard mental operations (HMOS) for the demand on cognitive resources, error-proneness (ERRP), closeness of mapping (CLOS) for the closeness of representation to domain, role expressiveness (ROLE) to qualify whether the
purpose of a component is readily inferred, progressive evaluation (PROG) for the
ability of checking work-to-date at any time, provisionality (PROV) for the ability to
play around with ideas, premature commitment (PREM) for constraints on the order
of doing things, consistency (CONS) for the expression of similar semantics in similar
syntactic forms and secondary notation (SECN) for the possibility to add extra information.
Ratings for each of the used dimensions are depicted in Fig. 11 both on average
and for each group of users. Overall the ratings are positive: error proneness (3.2) and
hard mental operations (3.6) received low scores while the other dimensions are rated
highly, in particular viscosity (8.6), visibility (8), provisionality (8.6), progressive
evaluation (8.85) and closeness (8). These are the key features the tool is aiming at,
i.e. a clear notation close to the end result where changes can be made easily and tested at any time, letting the user freely play around with ideas. The tool was rated poorly on the secondary notation dimension, justified by the fact that no feature was available to annotate the patterns. This will be added in future versions. It is also worth
noting, as expected, that ergonomists were more critical of the system with higher
expectations while non-experts were more easily satisfied.

Fig. 11. Averaged ratings for each of the cognitive dimensions scales on a scale from 0 to 10,
both overall and for each user group. 0 is generally a bad score except for error proneness
(ERRP) and for hard mental operations (HMOS).
1

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~afb21/CognitiveDimensions/

Overall participants successfully used the system in little time and thought it was easy
to use and intuitive, but there was still room for improvement with:
 General layout: with suggestions on the placement and look of icons. For instance, users requested to change the play button color and position (1 participant),
to move it along with stop and repetitions to the pattern window (1) or just repetitions (1), to keep a single icon for connect/disconnect (1), to make the duration bar
shorter (1) and to place the “reset all” icon above the reset sequence icons (1).
 New functionalities: such as the possibility to add comments (5 participants), the
ability to open several patterns for comparisons (4), the ability to convert a pattern
from one protocol to another in the possible extent (1), right click on a file directly
from the library to play it (1), a visual dynamic representation of the pattern (1)
(this feature is already available by generating an animated gif), and copy/paste a
pattern from one window to another (1).
 Interactions: covering the improvements of existing widget interactions, e.g. the
“All actuators to” a chosen value should apply to the ones selected (4 participants)
and the “all duration to” to active sequences (1), copy/paste drag and drop of sequences (2 participants), of time (2) or from one actuator to another (1), the ability
to move sequences (2), the possibility to click directly in the slider to change time
(2) or using the roller of the mouse (1) or the ability to set the duration via the keyboard (1), separating the time from the frequency (1) and changing the interactions
and widgets so that there are no differences between amplitude per sequence and
per actuator (2).

Fig. 12. Satisfaction for each question per user group (out of 10)

Satisfaction. General satisfaction about the interface was evaluated through six
statements on a continuous scale from 0 to 10 spanning the general satisfaction of the
interface, whether it is fun to use, functioning as desired, pleasant to use and the satisfaction with the features and use. The satisfaction was rated quite highly with an average score of 7.9 out of 10 (see Fig. 12). There is no particular trend according to the
user group. Apart from one ergonomist that was critical in her ratings to give room for

improvement (see the high variations in the error bars); most participants were happy
with the features and enjoyed using the interface.
Pattern Analysis. During the usability study, results about the properties for designing patterns on each device and for each metaphor were also collected. There were
various patterns designed but common characteristics emerged for each metaphor (see
Table 1 for a detailed list and Fig. 13 for representative patterns).
Table 1. Description of the main characteristics of the user-created patterns for each metaphor.
The number in brackets corresponds to the number of patterns with such features.

Siren

Turn back (U-turn)

Stroking

Activation & Movement:
 All (7)
 Continuously (2) and
with amplitude variation (4)
 Intermittent (1)
 Circular (1)
 Alternating up/down (1)

Activation & Movement:
 Circular (7)
 Alternating half circle (6)
 Full circle (1)
 All intermittently (1)
 Alternating up/down (1)

Activation & Movement:
 Circular (7)
 Half circles (4)
 Full circle (1)
 Wave around both sides
(2)
 Slight long vibration (2)

Amplitude: mostly medium
to high (5),
(2), (1) or
low (1)

Amplitude: low (7) to medium (2)

Activation & Movement:
 “wave”, i.e. actuators
playing one after the
other (6)
 Half circle (3)
 Laterally or vertically
(3)
 All-intermittent (1),
 Alternating left to right
(1)
 Down/side/up motion
(1)

Activation & Movement:
 “Wave” (6)
 In one direction (4)
 Alternating wave (1)
 Both (1)
 Alternating sides (1)
 All-intermittent (1)

Amplitude: mostly constant
high (4),
(2) and
(2),
varied (1)

Activation & Movement:
 Alternating / Intermittent
(7)
 Intermittent all (3)
 Alternating (3)
 Both (1)

the perceived intensity (2) (with number of
actuators and/or the frequency and amplitude)
Amplitude & Frequency:
 Both
(5)
 High amplitude and
medium to high frequency (3)
 Both low (1)

Amplitude & Frequency:
 Low to medium frequency (5)

(2) and
(1)
frequency
 High frequency (1)

Amplitude & Frequency:
 Both low (8)
 High frequency (1)

 Siren: Overall, the patterns reflected the sound effect of sirens, either with an increasing/decreasing intense wailing or an intermittent sound similar to alarm
clocks.
 Turn back (U-turn): Overall, the resulting patterns were continuous movements
either mimicking the “visual” representation of a U-turn or the actual physical
movement of going back.
 Stroking: Similarly to the “turn back” metaphor, the patterns were based on continuous movements. However, they were combined with low amplitude and frequency to imitate the soft continuous movement of a stroking gesture.
Siren

Turn back (U-turn)

Stroking

Fig. 13. Examples of the most representative patterns for each metaphor and each device. The
grey blocks indicate a pause whereas the black lines indicate a change of actuator with the same
amplitude. The colours correspond to the actual values in the interface.

The resulting patterns are, as we anticipated, heavily influenced by the common representations of metaphors, leading to a consensus on the representation, no matter the
type of device, as long as they permit it. Given an appropriate set of metaphors, the
patterns could potentially be transferrable from one device to another after identifying
the dominant parameter(s) related to a metaphor. This would enable the creation of a
library of metaphor-patterns that would be suitable to any device. This also supports
the hypothesis that original and intuitive patterns can be created from well-chosen
metaphors [11]. Further testing with various devices and configurations, various metaphors including ones that can involve localization on the device is needed to investigate further this hypothesis.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented the initial work undertaken to help facilitate the development of
vibrotactile patterns and make it accessible to non-experts. It resulted in the development of a visual interface based on the spatial layout of the device, as we believe this
plays a role in the pattern design. The interface enables the creation, editing and testing of new patterns on multi-actuator devices and supports various types of vibrotactile actuators. It has successfully been used with a number of custom-developed devices, including a prototype bracelet that consists of six electromagnetic actuators
(presented in [23]), and for reproducing patterns described in the literature [4, 3] by
adapting the protocol files to match the characteristics of the corresponding devices.
The interface can potentially be extended to support any device by providing the corresponding communication protocol and device template. It was also successfully
used by nine participants during a usability evaluation that resulted in positive feedback about satisfaction and ease of use, all the while highlighting several areas for
improvements (e.g. enabling comparison of patterns, adding annotations, etc.). The
resulting patterns provided positive initial insights about the possibility of designing
patterns that are transferrable from one device to another.
The future work will not only focus on improving the interface with the collected
suggestions but also on investigating other more direct and intuitive approaches to
prototype patterns, especially whilst being mobile. A larger study on designing metaphor-based patterns on different devices will also be conducted to validate the initial
insights and possibly provide guidelines about a “universal metaphor-based design”
of tactile patterns, which takes into account the cultural differences for metaphors.
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